Analytics and AI
Create an engine for
business-changing insights
with Azure Analytics & Power BI

How companies are transforming
through Data

Serving business users and end users with
intelligent and dynamic applications, based
upon an actionable Data Strategy

Build a uniﬁed and usable data pipeline

Train ML and DL models to derive insights

Operationalize models and distribute
insights at scale
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Insights is a journey

What
happened?
Reports

Why did it
happen?

What will
happen?

What should
I do?

Interactive
Dashboards

Predictive
Models

Recommendations
& Automation

Insight
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Intelligent solutions enable differentiation
Combine the power of analytics with the intelligence of AI

Personalized

Insightful

Efficient

Personalize customer interactions
to deepen engagement

Improve insights to better predict
outcomes

Optimize operational efficiency

Deepen engagement by
predicting outcomes and
automating actions
Employ AI with cognitive
understanding that deepens
context and understanding
over time
Automate routine problem
solving by employing intelligent
bots and personal digital
assistants
Engage customers with
predictive and personalized
responses

Act proactively with
insights that detect
patterns from processing
massive volumes of data

Improve performance by
gleaning more from faster,
more accurate insights and
predictions

Drive innovation from insights
to engage customers,
empower employees, and
transform business solutions

Ensure control over your data
while meeting compliance
requirements

Accurately analyze customer
behavior to recognize
trends

Reduce time to value and
maximize existing investments

Microsoft Azure is the only cloud provider to unify AI,BI, and
Analytics creating accelerated time-to-insight

On-premises data

Azure Machine
Learning

Cloud data
Devices data
Saas data

Azure synapse Analytics
Power BI

Store
Azure Data Lake Storage

Accelerate business value with a powerful analytics platform

Respond instantly
Enable instant response

Visualize and

Model & serve

report

times with power BI

Azure Synapse Analytics

Aggregation on massive
Azure Synapse

datasets when querying
at the aggregated level

Save money with
industry leading
perfomance

Power BI

Analytics

is up to 14x faster and
94% Cheaper than other
cloud providers

Get granular with
your data

View reports with
a single pane of glass

Querise at the granular level

Skip the conﬁguration when

are sent to Azure Synapse

connecting to Power BI with

Analytics with DirectQuery
leveraging its industryleading perfomance

CDM folders

Azure Data Lake

integrated Power BI-authoring

Storange

directly in the Azure Synapse
Studio

Some of our work

From Business Hindsight to Foresight with Azure Synapse Analytics

Transform Data into Key Insights and Embrace
a New Age of Business Intelligence with Azure
Synapse Analytics
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Generate proactive insights with Azure synapse analytics and Power BI

Read how we helped a leading member of the
food industry be proactive and take informed
decisions with Power BI and Azure Synapse
Analytics Integration.
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Predict the future and turn that knowledge in to reliable results

Learn how a reputed seafood producer
increased efficiency by using Korcomptenz’s
infrastructure management and business
intelligence services.
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Why KOR ?
Our Platform Expertise
Microsoft

Azure Synapse Analytics

Azure Data Lake

Azure Synapse helps you to ingest, explore, prepare, transform,
manage, and serve data for BI, and machine learning needs. It
gives you the freedom to query data on your terms, using
either server less or dedicated options—at scale.

Our certiﬁed and experienced consultants let organizations
derive cloud scale beneﬁts of this limitless analytics service
that brings together data integration, enterprise data
warehousing (EDW) and big data analytics.

Power BI
Azure IoT
Enable highly secure and reliable communication between your
Internet of Things (IoT) application and the devices it manages.
It provides a cloud-hosted solution back end to connect
virtually any device.

Our certiﬁed and experienced consultants have delivered
several Visualization and reporting initiatives for organizations
across multiple industries. Power BI lets you connect to and
visualize any data using a uniﬁed, scalable platform for
self-service and enterprise business intelligence (EBI) that is
easy to use and helps you gain deeper data insight.
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Salesforce

Salesforce Einstein AI

Salesforce Tableau
Connect with customers on a deeper level, by gaining valuable
insights as you manage and monitor your business in real time.
Tableau enhances Customer 360 with analytics apps,
dashboard templates, and seamless product connections.

We can help you to plan your cloud migration, data analytics,
AI strategy and analytics insights with Salesforce Einstein
that can help accelerate your business. We also help you
engage customers and prospects, optimize operations,
empower your employees, and increase productivity

Snowﬂake

We empower organizations by fully leveraging the capabilities
of the Snowﬂake data platform such as data warehousing,
data lakes, data engineering, data science, data application
development and for securely sharing and consuming data
across entity boundaries
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Korcomptenz is a technology transformation provider that partners with clients to
improve their digital experience and insight. We unlock the power of technology in
the areas of ERP, CRM, infrastructure management, and cloud to empower our
clients with intelligent and experiential solutions. We

Discover how we #FocusOnYou at www.korcomptenz.com

Get in touch with us:
+1 (973) 601 8770 | sales@korcomptenz.com
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